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Abstract
This paper presents evidence of trends of fractal properties and long memory in three-month variations of radon in
soil, in Lesvos Island, Greece. The methodology employed consists of sliding-window (a) detrended fluctuation analysis,
(b) fractal analysis, (c) rescaled range analysis and (d) fractal dimension analysis with the methods of Higuchi, Katz and
Sevcik. During measurements two mild earthquakes occurred in the vicinity. The results of the detrended fluctuation
analysis revealed four peaks with slopes between 1.2 and 1.5. The fractal analysis method resulted in three peaks
with persistent power-law exponent values in the range 2.2 and 3.0. The rescaled-range analysis indicated persistent
Hurst exponents between 0.7-0.9 and in some segments, between 0.9-1. The fractal dimension analysis showed four
peaks with fractal dimensions in the range 1.3-2.0 (Higuchi and Katz methods) and 1.0-1.5 (Sevcik method). The results
were compared in terms of conversion to Hurst exponents. Several persistent segments were addressed, along with
persistency-anti-persistency switching instances. Potential geological sources are discussed and analyzed.

Keywords: Fractals; DFA; Spectral fractal analysis; Fractal dimension;
Radon in soil; Earthquakes; PACS: 05.45. Gg, 91.35.-x, 91.30.-Px, 92.20.
Td, 92.20.Wx
Introduction
Earthquakes are disastrous phenomena with extremely negative
impacts on society and economy. The earthquakes are detrimental not
only because they inevitably occur when specific geological conditions
are met, but also because their prediction is still hard and painstaking
[1-3]. Earthquake forecasting is a challenging topic among the scientific
community, with numerous reports on the pursuit of credible and
indisputable precursors [2,3-5]. Despite the complexity in delineating
the various stages of the generation of earthquakes, there are many papers
presenting significant work on features hidden in preseismic timeseries which may signal the emergence of a forthcoming earthquake
[6-41]. Generally, at some phase during the earthquake preparation
process, some type of pre-earthquake activity is expected, which can
hopefully be detected by recurrent observations made in the vicinity
of the earthquake's epicenter, or near the area of the displacement or
fracture [5]. Earthquake prognosis is multifaceted a-priori and, ideally,
should provide estimates of occurrence time, epicenter and magnitude,
especially for strong earthquakes [2,3,34]. The earthquake prognosis has
been viewed under different aspects. One aspect is the discrimination in
five prognosis categories [1,3,33-35]: (a) preparation where maps of all
the possible focal areas with potential magnitude sizes and forecasting
periods are generated; (b) long-term prognosis of forecasting period
up to 10 years; (c) intermediate prognosis with forecasting period up
to 1 year; short-term prognosis forecasting period from a week up to a
month; (e) immediate prognosis, in which a point prediction is made,
viz. within a day or less.
This categorization is guided by the up-to-date level of physical
understanding of the geological mechanisms leading to earthquakes
and by the needs of society for a scientifically based preparedness
before the occurrence of a strong earthquake. Another aspect has
been reported [1]: long-term prediction between 10 and 100 years;
intermediate prediction between 1 and 10 years; short-term prediction.
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The short-term prediction is considered of the highest rank as far
as safety of the general population is concerned, in particular, in
very seismic areas. In either prediction scheme, there has not been
established one-to-one correspondence between specific seismic events
and recordings anomalies [17,26-36] and this should be emphasized.
Radon-222 (henceforth, radon) has been employed since many years
for the prognosis of earthquakes [2,34]. Radon is an inert gas which
is produced by the radioactive decay of 238 U series with a half-life of
3.86 days [42].
As radon decays, it is dissolved in the soil’s pores and fluids, as
well as, in surface and underground water and, most importantly, in
the atmosphere [42]. Radon in water and soil can migrate to short or
long distances at measurable levels [2,43]. Due to this property, several
researchers have reported radon alterations in groundwater, soil gas,
atmosphere and thermal spas, prior to earthquakes [2,26-28,31-33,4454]. These alterations have been identified as potential short-term
earthquake precursors [2,34,35]. Despite the related research, it should
be emphasized that there is no universal model to describe the various
geo-physical phases prior to the occurrence of an earthquake [17,26-35].
Due to this, the scientific community still debates the precursory value
of the numerous reports of radon anomalies detected prior to intense
or mild earthquakes [17,26-35]. On the contrary, several publications
have presented evidence for the formation of strict criteria to identify
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hidden pre-earthquake patterns in the pre-seismic time-series on the
basis of the concepts of fractality, self-organization and block entropy
via symbolic dynamics [1,2-42]. Especially regarding radon emissions,
recent papers have revealed fractal and self-organized critical (SOC)
characteristics hidden in radon anomalies prior to significant
earthquakes in Greece [26-28,31-33]. Moreover, pre-earthquake fractal
characteristics of a three year radon signal have been explored through
the method of Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (MFDFA)
[54]. The new methodologies employed in the radon papers of the
last decade [26-28,31-33] e.g. the wavelet spectral fractal analysis, the
Rescaled Range (R/S) Analysis, the Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
(DFA) and the entropy analysis, have revealed self-affine persistentantipersistent behavior of the investigated radon anomalies similar to
the ones of the pre-seismic electromagnetic disturbances in the ULF,
LF and HF ranges [31,35].

Taking into account the analysis methodology of the radon signal of
publication [27] and of the other pre-earthquake radon time-series
[26-28,31-33], this paper focuses on the delineation of hidden fractal,
long-memory and SOC characteristics of the most recent radon signal
recorded by UAGL (Figure 1). For direct comparison with publication
[27], analysis is reported with the techniques of power-law spectral
fractals, R/S, DFA and Hurst exponents. As a step further, analysis
is reported on the time evolution of the fractal dimension calculated
directly with the Higuchi, Katz and Sevcik methods. As supported in
previous publications of the reporting team [6,7,26-36] and others [1517], this multifaceted approach is advantageous, because it provides
different methodological aspects to reveal the chaotic, fractal and longtrends hidden in time- series. The consideration of viewing these trends
as a potential pre-earthquake footprint is discussed and the possible
geophysical explanations are presented.

This paper focuses on a three- month signal of radon in soil
(Figure 1) measured by a radon station installed at the campus hill
of the University of the Aegean, Lesvos, Greece (UALG) (39.05 0N,
26.57 0E) (Figure 2). The recorded radon signal included specific
radon concentration anomalies which were elevated compared to
the background values. Both radon anomalies and background
concentration values were comparable to the anomalies and the
background values of a previous experiment [27] at the same site and
under identical recording methodology. The radon signal of the UALG
station [27] was derived prior to a mild earthquake of the near area
(M L = 5.0, 38.92 0N/24.97 0E, 2008-03-19) and was analyzed through
several different techniques that are well known to reveal the chaotic
and Self Orginized Critical (SOC) features of time-series. The employed
techniques in publication [27], were the spectral fractal analysis, the R/S
analysis, the DFA and several entropic measures applied through the
concept of symbolic dynamics. All these techniques indicated that the
reported anomalies in publication [27] were, most probably, due to the
nearby mild earthquake of 2008-03-19. In the case of the present signal
(Figure 1), several similarities were identified as with the case of the
signal of publication [27]: Radon anomalies were clustered in a focused
time period of the signal; The recording period, was accompanied by
a mild seismic activity including only two mild earthquakes (4.0<M
<5.0 ) in the vicinity (Table 1 and Figure 2) and no other event of
L
greater magnitude; (c) the background of the signals was comparable.

Materials and Methods

Figure 1: Radon concentration variations in soil of UALG, 1 m deep.
Measurements conducted with Alpha Guard equipped with a Soil Gas unit
(SAPHYMO GmbH).
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Earthquake activity
The main period of the investigation lasted 119 days, viz, it
started on June 2, 2015 and ended on September 30, 2015. A similar
intermediate period of investigation was followed in all the previous
papers of the team [26-28,31-33] for the analysis of the preseismic
radon disturbances. To study the post seismic activity, 31 more days
of earthquake activity were additionally included, namely the days
from October 1, 2015 to October 31, 2015. During the whole period
of investigation, only two earthquake events occurred in a circular
area of radius 100 km around the UALG station (39.05°N, 26.57°E)
(Figure 2). As shown in Table 1 the two events were mild since their
local magnitudes M L were greater than 4.0 but lower than 5.0. Their
distances from the UAGL station were 33 km and 68 km and this should
be emphasized.

Instrumentation
Radon in the soil of UALG site was measured by Alpha Guard
(AG) (SAPHYMO GmbH) [55] a high-precision instrument equipped
with an appropriate unit designed for pumping and measurement of
radon in soil gas (soil gas unit) [55,56]. The soil gas unit consists of
a 1 m soil gas probe, an exterior steel tube with hammering head, an
interior tube with adapter for tube connections, diverse sealing rings
for the probe tip and filters which prevent the entry of moisture and
progeny nuclei [26,56]. After driving the exterior steel tube at a depth
of 1 m by hammering, the interior tube was plunged inside a cylindrical
inner gap existing inside the exterior steel tube, placing in this way, the
interior tube inlet at a depth of 1m. Previous experimentation showed
that this installation minimizes the meteorological influences of the
measurement of radon in soil [26,56]. The interior tube was connected
through radon -tight tubes with radon progeny and moisture filters
[26,56]. The whole set-up was connected to a radon tight pump
(Alpha Pump, SAPHYMO) which was further connected with the
AG through an input flow adapter and, continuously pumped soil gas
into the AG [26,56]. The driven soil gas escaped the AG through an
output flow adapter. To maximize radon flux and enhance, hence, the
detection efficiency, pumping during measurements was performed at
the maximum available rate of 1 L min 1 [26,56]. Radon concentration
of soil was measured under a special measuring mode (flow mode).
In parallel the atmospheric pressure (AP), relative humidity (RH) and
temperature (T) were continuously monitored through special sensors.
The whole setup was connected to a Pentium III PC operating under a
Windows XP OS handling the AG through a Microsoft DOS software
(AVIEW, Genitron Ltd.) licensed for the specific instrument of the
Volume 9 • Issue 4 • 1000460
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Figure 2: Earthquakes occurred within a radius of 100 km around UALG and at a depth up to 200 km and with local magnitude M L >4.0. The period includes one month
post-earthquake activity, viz. (From 2015-08-01 to 2015-10-31). Map produced by NOA, Greece (http://www.gein.noa.gr/en/seismicity/maps). The two events marked
are described in Table 1.

study. The overall system constituted the radon station.

Results and Discussion
(Figure 3) presents the 60 db wavelet scalogram of the radon
signal of Figure 1 in a segment between 8 × 104 min and 11 × 104
min from the beginning of measurements, viz, between day 55 and
76, namely, between July 27 and August 17, 2015. The scalogram
was generated by employing a logarithmic 256-scale Gabor filter. It
is important to emphasize the following issues: The scalogram of the
baseline of the signal samples did not exhibit high variability. This can
be characteristically observed between sample 20,000 and 30,000 in
(Figure 3). Importantly, this baseline scalogram exhibited a repeated
scale texture constituting of a certain part of the decibel (db) range
which is associated with the fGn class [27-35]; (b) The radon anomalies
in the scalogram of Figure 3 lasted approximately from sample 2,500
to sample 11,000, i.e., about 6 days. The scalogram of the anomalies
contained db information in the whole scale range, with the main power
being allocated in the small scales, viz. the high spatial frequencies.
Investigators [15-17] have declared this as a footprint of earthquake
generation and significant for fractal fracturing systems [26-36]; (c)
The background variations of radon in soil of the UALG site, exhibited
characteristically different behavior in the wavelet domain than those
of the anomalous parts. The scalograms of the background presented
more power at the high frequencies and, most importantly, similar db
profiles. This has been addressed at the same site previously [27] and
in other preseismic signals of radon in soil [28- 36]. (d) The scalogram
of the environmental parameters (simultaneously recorded) was
J Earth Sci Clim Change, an open access journal
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comparable to that of the radon background. This indicates that the
findings of (b) above cannot be attributed to environmental parameters.
Similar findings were also reported in previous publications [26,31,35].
It is accepted that, while earthquakes are in the preparation stage,
complex processes emerge, that are characterized by long-range powerlaw correlations and time-series with erratic fluctuations and scaleinvariant behavior [38]. Many times, there are inherent non-stationary
patterns in the preseismic time-series associated with repeated temporal
patterns [26-35,38], pseudo-sinusoidal trends [38], noise and sources
of other origin. In such non-stationary signals, the traditional methods,
e.g., auto-correlation and spectrum analysis cannot be used [57-60]. On
the other hand, DFA has been proved to be a very powerful and robust
technique suitable for identifying long-lasting power-law connections, not
solely in non-stationary signals, but also, in noisy, randomized and short
signals [15,31,38,61-69]. DFA has been utilized effectively in a variety of
cases with scale-invariant behavior, as for example, in meteorology [70],
climate temperature fluctuations [71], DNA [61], economics [72], circadian
rhythms [67], heart dynamics [73], pre-earthquake activity of SES [37,38],
electromagnetic disturbances of the MHz range [31,35] and preseismic
variations of radon in soil [31,35]. In the above consensus and taking into
account the previous work [28,31,35], DFA was applied to the radon timeseries of Figure 1. The corresponding results are presented in Figure 4. To
derive this figure the steps described in previous papers [28,31,35] were
followed. In brief: (I) The radon time-series (symbolized as yi, i = 1,....,N),
was integrated according to (1).
=
y (k )

k

∑ ( y (i ) − y )
i =1

				

(1)
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where k (integer) points to the different time scales n and y equals
12.8kBq ⋅ m −3 is the radon average value (background) of Figure 1
without any peaks. (II) The integrated signal of (1) was segmented
into equal non-overlapping bins of length n, within which, a line was
fitted representing the local trend (symbolized as yn (k)). The detrended
signal ynd ( k ) was calculated in every bin n as:

ynd=
( k ) y ( k ) − yn ( k )

			

(2)

The root-mean-square rms fluctuations F(n) of the integrated and
the detrended time-series was calculated as:
=
F (n)

1
N

N

∑ { y ( k ) − y ( k )}
K =1

2

n

(3)

Steps (I)-(III) were iterated for a wide range of bins, seeking a
power-law relationship
F ( n ) ∼ nα

				

(4)

by fitting lof (F(n)) versus log n to a line and calculating the scaling
exponent α (slope) and the corresponding r 2 (Spearman's square) of
the fit. (V) The procedure (I)-(IV) was computationally repeated in
overlapping segmented portions of yi of size 512, shifted by 1 sample
each (sliding-window technique) until the end of the signal (final
window's last sample equal to N) [28,31,35].
The profile of the scaling exponent α in Figure 4 differs from the
one of the radon time-series. This is characteristically shown in areas
(1), (2) and (4), which exhibited α anomaly, but, without direct links
to radon anomalies. As mentioned, these areas correspond to implicit
non-stationary patterns in the preseismic radon time-series. Due to its
robustness [38,69], DFA manages to identify such implicit patterns and,
most importantly, to reveal also areas of hidden long-memory trends,
as those of areas (2), (3) and (4). In these areas, the DFA slopes α of

several segmented 512-sample windows, were greater than 1.4 (note
that the α -value from the fit in a certain window, corresponds to a single
value in the y-ordinate). As discussed in previous papers [16,29,31,35],
these values can be considered as a trace of a forthcoming earthquake.
Emphasis should be placed especially on area (3), since this exhibited
(a) the longest duration, (b) high DFA slopes and, most importantly
(c) direct link to radon anomalies. The outcome (c) has been observed
also in pre-seismic time series of radon in soil of Ileia and UALG
[16,29,31,35], while it is not usually valid for electromagnetic timeseries [16,17,26-35].
As discussed above and in several other related publications
[11,12,19,23,25,31-35,37,38,40-42,44,47-49,55-59], while earthquakes
are in the preparation phase, the associated physical systems exhibit
scale-invariant behavior and long-range power-law correlations
associated with complex connections between space and time and
characteristic fractal structures. As these systems are driven toward the
final catastrophe, they pass from states of self-organization and spatiotemporal fractal organization [57]. The scale-invariant, long-range
power-law correlations of the Self-Organized Critical (SOC) states of
the seismic fractal systems, may be revealed also through the powerlaw fractal analysis of the time-series [11,12,19,23,25,31-35,37,38,4042,44,47-49,55-59].
More specifically, if a time signal A ti is a temporal fractal, its power
spectral density (PSD), S f, will obey a power-law of the form

S ( f ) = a. f −b

				

(5)

where a is the spectral amplification and f is frequency of a
transform (the reader should note here that the spectral amplification
a is different from the DFA scaling exponent α). The spectral
amplification a quantifies the strength of the spectral components f
following the power law and the spectral scaling exponent b is a measure

Figure 3: 60 db wavelet scalogram of the radon signal of Figure 1. The term “signal” refers to the concentration variations of Figure 1. The horizontal axis corresponds
to time intervals (×1 min). Significant high power can be observed during the main batch of the radon anomalies in the soil of UALG.
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Figure 4: Results of the DFA for the data of Figure 1. From bottom to top: (a) The radon time-series; (b) The Spearman’s r2 correlation coefficient of the goodness of the
linear fit of log (F(n)) versus log n in every 512-sample window; (c) The scaling exponent α (DFA slope).

of the strength of the time correlations. It is significant to recognize
segments with distinct changes of the scaling exponent b since such
changes are reported to emerge before major earthquakes [23,24,3135,37,38,44,45,48,49,52,56-59].
Figure 5 presents results from the fractal analysis method. To derive
the data, the methodology followed was [11,12,27,31,35,37-41,44-49]:
(A) The radon time-series was divided in windows of 512 samples, as
with the DFA data of Figure 4. According to the previous radon related
research [27,31,35] this segmentation can reveal the fractality of radon
signals; (B) In each segment the PSD of the signal was calculated
with the Morlet base function to obtain the Sff combinations. In each
segment a least square fit was applied to the log S f log f representation of
(5). The frequency f was the central frequency of the Fourier transform
of each Morlet scale. Successful representations were considered those
that exhibited squares of the Spearman's correlation coefficient above
0.95. What makes Figure 5 important is that it displays long-memory
trends that require further attention. Prior to commenting on that it
is crucial to emphasize the following issues: If power-law b values are
between 1 b <1, the corresponding time-series follow the fractional
Gaussian noise (f Gn) class; If b =1, the fluctuations of the processes
do not grow and the related system is stationary; If 1< b3, the timeseries constitute a temporal fractal following the fractional Brownian
motion (fBm) class; Values 1<b<2 imply antipersistency; If b = 2, the
system follows random dynamics of no memory (random-walk); (vi)
Values 2<b<3 suggest persistency with faster fluctuation accumulation
than in fBm. Accounting for these facts, it can be supported that the
preseismic radon-signal exhibited successful (r2>0.95) fractal epochs,
however, scattered in time. Despite the scattered behavior, there are
successful epochs with high power-law-b values above 1.7, namely well
away randomness. These values are well associated with the fBm class
[11,12,27,31,35,37-41,44-49] and have been proposed as noteworthy
pre-earthquake signs. Importantly, segments can be observed with b
-values above. These are associated with persistency and have been
J Earth Sci Clim Change, an open access journal
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proposed by some researchers [8,9,11-17,21-25], as the most significant
precursory sign of the inevitable phase of the earthquake occurrence.
According to other researchers [11,12,26-35], the most important sign
is the change between anti-persistency and persistency – which can be
observed in all marked areas.
Comparing the outcomes of Figures 4 and 5, it is very significant to
emphasize those areas (2), (3) and (4) of Figure 4 coincide with areas
(1), (2) and (3) in Figure 5. Importantly, the area (2) in Figure 5 is linked
to the radon anomalies, as the area (3) of Figure 4. These simultaneous
findings reinforce the view that these areas include pre-seismic signs of
the earthquakes of Table 1. It should be noted though- as emphasized
up this point- that it is very hard to find a one-to-one link between a
certain sign and an event. Despite that only one event occurred during
the main period of investigation, it is most probable that areas (2), (3) of
Figure 4 and areas (1), and (2) of Figure 5, could be a premonitory sign
of the preparation phase of the nearby earthquake number 1 of Table 1.
Similarly, area (3) could be a pre-seismic sign of earthquake number 2
of Table 1.
Figure 6 presents the results of the R/S analysis of the radon-series
of Figure 1. To generate this figure the procedure followed in previous
publications [29,32,35] was followed. In brief: (A) The average of the
radon time-series (here symbolized as X (n)n = x (1), x (2), x (n), where
n (n = 1, 2,N) and for this case, N equals 512, the window size of the
analysis) was calculated as:

xN =

1
N

N

∑ x (n)

		

(6)

n =1

From (6) the accumulated departure of the radon time-series was
calculated as [28,29,57-59]:

y=
( n, N )

n

∑ ( x (i ) − x )
i =1

N

		

(7)
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Figure 5: Results of the fractal analysis for the data of Figure 1. From bottom to top: radon time-series, square of the Spearman's correlation coefficient and power-law
exponent b. The blue areas (in color print) correspond to successful (r2>0.95) fractal segments.

Figure 6: R/S analysis of the radon time-series of Figure 1. From bottom to top: (a) The radon signal; (b) The evolution of Hurst exponent; (c) evolution of Spearman's r2.

From y (n, N), the range R(n) was calculated according to (8)
=
S (n)
[28,29,57-59].

=
R ( n ) max y ( n, N ) − min y ( n, N )
1≤ n ≤ N

1≤ n ≤ N

		

(8)

From X(n) and XN the standard deviation, S (n), was calculated as:
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1
N

N

∑ ( x (n) − x )
n =1

N

2

(9)

Taking into account that R/S ratio is expected to follow a power-law
relation
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Figure 7: Time evolution of fractal dimension for the radon time-series of Figure 1. From bottom to top: The radon signal and fractal dimensions according to the
algorithms of Sevcik (SFD) Katz (KFD) and (d) Higuchi (HFD).
Table 1: Seismic events during the analysis period (September 2-October 31/2015).
Color-Schema identifier in Figure 1 according to the Institute of Geodynamics of
the National Observatory of Athens.
Event

Date
(GMT)

Time
(GMT)

Location

Latitude Longitude Magnitude Depth
(°N)
(°E)
(L)
(km)

1

68,3
10-0908:12:44 km N of
2015
Mitilini

38.78

26.21

4.1

39

2

33.4
26-1019:50:05 km S of
2015
Mitilini

38.87

26.19

4.6

46

R (n)
= C.n H
S (n)

		

(10)

where H is the Hurst exponent and C is a constant of proportionality,
a linear fit was applied to
 R (n) 
log  =
 log ( C ) + H ⋅ log ( n )
 S (n) 

		

(11)

from which H (Hurst exponent) was calculated through the fit. The
strength of the fit was checked, as with the DFA and fractal analysis, by
calculating the square of the Spearman's correlation coefficient; (E) The
window was shifted forward one sample (sliding window technique)
and the above steps were repeated until the end of the radon signal.
Prior to commenting in Figure 5, it is significant to discuss first some
issues related to the H - exponent values which are calculated by (11).
Hurst exponents are very important because their calculation reveals
the existence or not of long-range dependencies in time-series [67,70],
unfolds their smoothness and estimates if the related phenomenon
is a temporal fractal [74]. Due to the significance, Hurst exponents
have been utilized in many fields [57,58,71-80] including the study of
pre-seismic precursors [15,26,32,35]. Regarding H, the following are
valid:If 0.5<H<1, the related time-series exhibit long-lasting positive
autocorrelation. This implies that a high present value will be possibly
followed by a high future value and this tendency will last for long timeJ Earth Sci Clim Change, an open access journal
ISSN: 2157-7617

periods in the future (persistency) [26-36]; If 0<H<0.5, the time-series
exhibits long-term switching between high and low values. This means
that a low present value will be followed by a high future value, while
a high present value will be followed by a low future value. This lowhigh switching will continue into the future for many samples (antipersistency) [26-36]; If H = 0.5 the time-series profile is completely
uncorrelated.
Accounting for the above facts, (Figure 6) reveals very important
information about the radon time series of Figure 1. As can be
observed, all H values were in the range 0.5-1. This means that the
radon time-series had underlying memory associated with persistency.
Most importantly, as with (Figure 4), four areas are identified with
significantly increased H values above 0.8 in several segments. As with
the previous interpretations, the areas (1- 3) could be precursory of the
nearby earthquake number 1 of Table 1, while area (4) could be a sign
of earthquake number 2. Most important is however that, within these
four areas, the radon signal when increasing continued to increase
and where it decreased, it continued decreasing (persistent behavior).
Especially during Hurst exponent peaking, the radon concentrations
referred to their past values so as to define their present values and,
from these, their forthcoming values. This implies that the Hurst
anomaly generating system was not at all random. It could be generated
by cracks propagating within the earth's crust, in a manner, that crack
batches of the past, were sources of present crack batches and these
sources of upcoming crack batches. In another viewpoint, the cracks
of the past were organized to generate the cracks of the present and
then of the future, producing a self-organized backbone of asperities
[14-17]. Researchers have pinpointed this as a signature of impeding
earthquakes [14-17,21-35]. The crack propagation or the asperities
backbone could be the inner earth's causes of radon anomalies through
its exhalation or inhalation due to the sign of the pressure differential.
This is characteristically seen in area (3) in which the radon anomalies
coincide with those of the Hurst exponent. It is very important to
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note here that similar behavior has been addressed in anomalous
concentrations of radon in soil in Ileia Greece [26,27,31,32,35] and in
the previous study of the UALG site [27,75-80].
Comparing Figures 4-6, it is very significant to emphasize that areas
(1)-(4) of Figure 4 coincide with the corresponding areas of Figure
6, whereas areas (2), (3) and (4) of both Figures 4-6, coincide with
areas (1), (2) and (3) of Figure 5. Importantly, the area (2) in Figure
5 is linked to the radon anomalies, as the areas (3) of Figures 4 and
6. These simultaneous findings are very significant because they have
been derived with completely different mathematical techniques. This
reinforces the hypothesis that these areas are pre-seismic signs of the
earthquakes of Table 1. It should be noted though – as emphasized also
in text, that it is very hard to find a one-to-one link between a certain
sign and an event. Despite that only one event occurred during the
main period of investigation, it is possible that areas (1), (2) and (3) of
Figures 4 and 6 and areas (1) and (2) of Figure 5, could be a premonitory
sign of the preparation phase of the nearby earthquake number 1 of
Table 1, whereas the remaining areas, of the event 2 of Table 1. The
latter findings are reinforced by Figure 7 which shows the results from
the analysis of fractal dimensions, calculated (importantly, directly)
through the Higuchi [81], Katz [82] and Sevcik [83] methods. To
derive Figure 7, the following steps were followed: The radon signal was
divided in windows of 512 samples; In each segment the (a) Higuchi,
(b) Katz and (c) Sevcik methods were applied, under the constraint
that fractal dimensions above 2 were set equal to 2 (saturation), so as
the calculations to be in accordance the Berry's equation followed in
previous related publications of the team [27-30,32,35]. The window
was shifted forward one sample and steps (i)-(ii) were repeated until
the end of the signal. In each window the method was applied as
described [81-83], in specific, by utilizing 10 sub-categories for the
Higuchi's algorithm. Observing Figure 7 it very significant to note that
all three different methods of fractal dimension calculation identified
four areas of abrupt drop of the fractal dimension. This significant
finding can be outlined if one considers that (a) the fractal dimension,
D, quantifies hidden irregularities and complexities in time-series
measuring, hence, their roughness [32,84-86]; this is achieved because
it associates the length of a constrained curve (L) with its maximum
1

1

contouring area (A), in the sense that LD = k ⋅ A 2 where k is a constant;
(c) this fact yields that straight lines (regular shape) have D = 1 (low
fractal dimension), constrained curves filling all the space (irregular
shape) have D = 2 (high fractal dimension) and curves not constrained,
tending to cross themselves many times (very irregular shape), have
D>2 (very high fractal dimension) [32,84-86]. In this sense, the radontime series in areas (1)-(4) of Figure 7 were more regular (lower D
values) compared to the other parts, viz, they were more predictable.
This means that during these periods the earth-generating geo-system
acquired a self-regulating character, one of the important components
of prediction reliability [32,82]. Most importantly, areas (1)-(4) of
Figure 7 coincide with the corresponding areas of Figures 4 and 6
and with the corresponding ones of Figure 5. The time-series of the
remaining areas, exhibited relatively high fractal dimensions which
mean that they presented irregularly spaced changes in direction, viz,
they were apparently random [86].
The concept of fractal dimension has been applied with success in
processes following the fBm class (the reader ought to emphasize that
the fBm systems are more predictable [11,12, 15-17]. For The concept of
fractal dimension has been applied with success in processes following
the fBm class (the reader ought to emphasize that the fBm systems
are more predictable [11,12,15-17]). For complex fBm systems, the
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following are valid [32,84-86]: (a) if the system is governed by persistent
processes, it exhibits moderate profiles of low fractal dimensions in the
3



range D ∈ 1, 2  (b) if anti-persistent processes determine the system's


3 
dynamics, the D profiles are rough with values in the range D ∈  2 , 2 
3

(c) if the system is random D = [32]. Under this perspective, the areas
2
(1)-(4) in Figure 7 correspond to persistent underlying dynamics, in
contrast to the remaining areas with antipersistent dynamics. Although
the results of R/ S analysis indicated mainly mild persistent behavior,
still, during these periods, the persistent dynamics were much stronger
with R/ S too (H - value peaking, Figure 6, Under this view, the two
different techniques provided comparable results. The findings of
Figure 5 are closer to those of Figure 7, in the sense that the highly
persistent areas were identified in Figure 5, as high b -areas. The results
of all the techniques can be compared in terms of the Hurst exponents
since these were calculated directly from the R/S analysis and the main
parameters of the other techniques can be converted to Hurst exponents
by means of linear associations. In specific: Power-law b values can be
converted to Hurst exponents from [45]:
b = 2H +1⇒H = 0.5 (b-1), if 1<b ≤ 3 (fBm class)

(12a)

and from
b = 2H -1⇒H = 0.5 (b+1), if -1 ≤ b<1(fGn class)

(12b)

DFA exponents α can be converted to Hurst exponents by
considering, first, that the association between power-law fractal (b)
and DFA (α) exponents is b = 2·α-1 for both the fBm and fGn classes
[39,44,47]. Considering the b -H relations of (A), the Hurst exponents
can be calculated as:
H = 0.5 [b-1] ⇒H = 0.5[(2α-1)-1]⇒ H = 0.5 [2(α -2) ⇒ H = 0.5 [2
(α-1)]H = α-1
			
(13a)
for 1< b ≤ 3⇒1< 2 ·α-1 ≤ 3 ⇒2<2· α ≤ 4⇒1< α ≤ 2 and as
H = 0.5 [b +1]⇒ H = 0.5 [(2α-1) +1] ⇒H = 0.5 (2α)⇒H = α
						
(13b)
for-1 ≤ b <1-1 ≤ 2 ·α1<1⇒0 ≤ 2·α<2⇒0 ≤ α <1 [39,44,47].
According to the findings of fractal dimension analysis Hurst exponents
can be calculated according to the Berry's equation, namely:

H= 2 − D

(14)

The following ranges can be observed from (Figures 4-7) regarding
the Hurst exponent value range within the corresponding peaks: (a)
According to R/S analysis, between 0.7-0.9 and in some -17- segments,
between 0.9-1 (Figure 6); (b) According to fractal analysis between
0.6-1 (2.2< b<3) (Figure 5); (c) According to DFA, the range within
the peaks was between 0.2-0.5 (1.2< α <1.5) (Figure 4); (d) According
to fractal dimension analysis, between 0.7-1 (Higuchi method), 0.3-1
(Katz method) and 0-0.5 (Sevcik method). These discrepancies in the
Hurst exponent estimation between the different techniques, have been
implied in previous publications [27-34,36] and has been discussed
extensively [35]. Similar issues have been encountered also in other
publications [87,88] and the references therein]. It is, more or less,
the simplicity of the linear approach of the equations (12)-(14) that
is not fully operating under the actual conditions of measurement.
Nevertheless, the overall approach followed in this paper, was not the
visual observation of anomalies [2,33-35] nor a delineation through
statistical analysis but was rather a holistic approach based on the main
processes inside the earth's crust during preparation of earthquakes.
The overall approach is in accordance to the findings and interpretations
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reported in numerous publications [6-41]. Despite that the main event
during the period of measurement was medium, the close vicinity to
the UALG station, may have been sufficient reason for the reported
signs of fractality and long-memory that, importantly, were delineated
simultaneously and with separate methods. New data are collected so
as to extend this research further and especially in relation to the wellestablished electromagnetic precursors of general failure.

Conclusion
1. This paper reported time-series data of concentration of
radon in soil recorded prior to two earthquakes occurred in
Lesvos Island, Greece. The data were derived by a telemetric
radon station based on Alpha Guard monitor installed in the
University of the Aegean, Lesvos, Greece. A batch of significant
radon anomalies was observed during measurement.
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